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INTRODUCING:
“COVID SUCCESS
STORIES”
Following a year of tragedy and heartbreak, like
the improbable buds of new growth that rise from
scorched ground after a forest fire, signs of life have
begun to blossom from the pavement of West 47th
Street. Through the ashes of COVID-19 sprout daily
stories of rebirth and renewal within the Diamond
District. Starting with our May 2021 edition, Diamond
District Monthly will attempt to share these stories in
a new feature called COVID Success Stories.

HATZALAH OF MIDTOWN
NEEDS HELP SAVING LIVES
IN THE DIAMOND DISTRICT
The sight of the Hatzalah of Midtown ambulance parked off Fifth Ave. on
West 47th Street may be so familiar that many Diamond District regulars no
longer notice it. But whether or not you notice the ambulance isn’t important;
just as long as it’s there when you need it.
Unfortunately, the dire effects of the COVID pandemic over the past year have
severely strained the organization’s finances leaving some to wonder just how
available Hatzalah of Midtown will be in the future should the need arise.
Continued on page 10
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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friend,
Between March 29th and May 17th, 2020, actor John Krasinski, best known
for playing the affable prankster Jim on NBC’s popular TV series, The Office,
hosted a unique show he created for YouTube called Some Good News.
The premise of Krasinski’s show was simple: A news show dedicated
entirely to good news. In each episode, Krasinski, while sitting at home, would
share a raft of feel-good stories before inviting celebrity guests, also at home,
to join in the conversation.
One might presume that a show dedicated to sharing feel-good news
at the depth of a terrifying pandemic would be well received. And one
would be right. By dawn’s first light on the day following its debut, the show had accumulated over 330,000
subscribers and was viewed 3.1 million times; less than a week later it had been viewed over 12 million times.
When the series concluded, it had over 72 million views and 2.58 million subscribers.
Krasinski’s lockdown hobby spawned merchandise lines that raised over $2 million for charity, legions of
Twitter followers, fawning reviews from across the globe, before he ultimately sold the rights to Viacom for an
unspecified amount. Above all, the show made people happy; in it they saw hope and an avenue to find good
is a very complicated, suddenly unpredictable world.
Starting with this issue of Diamond District Monthly, we take a cue from those who seek to spread inspiration
and good news by introducing a new feature called COVID Success Stories.
COVID Success Stories is a periodic feature that profiles courageous individuals who sidestepped
dire pandemic-related circumstances by reinventing or resurrecting their standing in some unique way.
Through COVID Success Stories, we’ll also meet the determined owners of businesses, both new and
old, who chose to move forward despite overwhelming challenges these past 13 months. Our first COVID
Success Story, which appears on Page 9 of this month’s edition, introduces three co-workers who, at their
moment of greatest uncertainty, risked the leap into business partnership rather than face separation after
decades together.
I hope you will feel free to share your own “COVID Success Story” by sending an email to
covid19@diamonddistrict.org.*
We could all use some good news. Those we share may lead to others and then some. That kind of good
news needn’t be measured by millions of viewers. It’s measured in individuals who consider the Diamond
District a part of their identity and willing to sacrifice their comfort and conformity to perpetuate its
dynamism and unique qualities.
Warm regards,

Avi Fertig
*P
 lease note: This feature cannot serve as a way to promote new or existing businesses for purposes of gaining free publicity.
We offer no guarantee that every story we receive will qualify for publication.
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IN THE NEWS
Christie’s Seeking a Spectacular
Sale for 101ct. ‘Spectacle’ Diamond
Christie’s has big plans for
a 100.94-carat diamond up
for auction at its upcoming
Magnificent Jewels auction
in Geneva on May 12th. Those
plans include an expected $18
million price tag.
The ‘Spectacle' diamond.
(Image courtesy of Christie’s)

The emerald-cut, D-color,
internally flawless diamond,
called the Spectacle, originated from a 207.29-carat
rough Alrosa unearthed in 2016 at its Zarnitsa pipe
in Yakutia.
According to Christie’s, the stone was cut at an Alrosa
polishing facility in Moscow over a period of time spanning
a year and eight months; it’s the largest diamond ever
manufactured in Russia.
The Spectacle is the third D-color, 100-carat-plus
diamond the auction house has sold over the past 10
years. The Winston Legacy, a 101.73-carat, D-flawless
stone, went for $26.7 million in Geneva in 2013, and the
163.41-carat, D-flawless Creation I fetched $33.7 million
in 2017.
“We are fascinated to present this long-awaited
gem,” said Alrosa CEO Sergey Ivanov. “A part of our
The Spectacle Collection, bearing the same name,
this exceptional 100.94-carat...diamond displays a
breathtaking performance, which is a natural wonder
revealed by human hand. Astonishing size, combined
with impeccable color and quality, characteristics and
flawless provenance guarantees, make the Spectacle a
unique occurrence.”
SOURCE: Rapaport News

Jewelers Board of Trade Data Finds
Fewer US Jewelry Stores Are Closing
The number of U.S. jewelry
businesses closing decreased
ever so slightly during the
first quarter of 2021. On the
surface, it’s not much to
celebrate. But the data, which
was compiled by the Jewelers
Board of Trade (JBT), shows a smaller than expected
closure rate that may signal the start of a continuing
positive trend.
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In total, as per the JBT report released in late April, the
sector shrank by 1.5% year on year to 24,095 companies
compared to a 4.2% decline in the first quarter of 2020.
Of the businesses shutting down, four went bankrupt,
and 32 were dissolved due to mergers or takeovers.
Another 108 closed for various unspecified reasons. New
businesses openings shrank by 31% to 33.
Retail, which at 18,263 remains the bulk of the sector,
was 1.5% year on year. Wholesale drooped 1.3% to 3,476;
manufacturing shrank 2.3% to 2,356 firms.
The report highlighted several more trend indicators.
JBT, which provides credit information for the trade,
downgraded 650 companies’ credit ratings across the
US and Canada during the FIRST quarter compared to
1,107 a year ago. However, it also raised the scores of
1,643 businesses, compared to 1,185 in the first three
months of 2020.
SOURCE: Rapaport News

U.S. E-Commerce Spending
Predicted to Hit $1 Trillion in 2022
A report from Adobe
analytics released this
April predicts that as the
pandemic continues to
impact consumer habits,
U.S. e-commerce sales will
hit $1 trillion for the first
time next year.
According to the report, digital spending will
reach $850 billion to $930 billion this year based on
the current growth trajectory. Between March 2020
and February 2021, online sales rose 20% year on year
to $844 billion—a difference of $183 billion. Consumers
spent $813 billion online during the 2020 calendar year,
up 42% compared to 2019.
The $183 billion increase is “nearly the size of the
2020 holiday shopping season, where $188.2 billion
was spent online between November and December.”
The first two months of 2021 yielded a total of
$121 billion in online spending, an increase of 34%
year on year. Home-improvement products lead the
e-commerce category with sales increasing 60% in
the two months ending February 28, whereas apparel
lagged with a comparatively sluggish gain of just 22%.
As online sales rocket forward, retailers have
been struggling to meet demand. “Out of stock”
messages were ubiquitous on e-commerce sites in
July 2020—three times more likely than pre-pandemic
levels, says Adobe. By January 2021 that likelihood
grew to four times above what was seen before
the virus.
SOURCE: Adobe Analytics; Rapaport
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COVID, SCHMOVID… Reassuring
New Study Finds Engagement Rings
Are Still a Thing

IEG Set to Launch New Jewelry Trade
Show in Dubai
Trade show organizer
Informa has partnered with
the Italian Exhibition Group
(IEG) to launch a new fair—
Jewellery, Gem & Technology
(JGT) Dubai.

Jewelers rejoice!
COVID-19 hasn’t dimmed
the romantic spark among
nuptial-minded couples. Nor
have the events of the past
year curbed their loving urge
to splurge on a diamond
engagement ring.
According to a survey released this spring by wedding
sector pollsters The Knot, spending on engagement rings
in 2020 was only moderately affected by the COVID-19
pandemic. This undiminished strength is being attributed
to increased disposable income accumulated by many
consumers over the months they were homebound.
The Knot survey revealed that within the last year,
consumers spent an average of $5,500 on an engagement-ring purchase, 6% less than the $5,900 they were
willing to shell out in 2019. 86% of those surveyed reported no change on ring spending; 4% say they paid more
in 2020 than the prior year, whereas another 10% report
spending less. (It’s unclear why these couples purchased
multiple engagement rings on consecutive years.)
Many couples listed the style and setting of their
engagement ring as most important, followed by cut or
shape, type of stone, and the metal. 43% of consumers
prefer round diamonds, though this appears to be changing
considering that 52% preferred round when surveyed in
2017. Oval diamonds are the top choice for 15%, while
13% prefer princess and 9% chose cushion. A stone’s
origin ranked seventh out of the nine survey categories
in The Knot study, far lower than generational trend
experts and influencers would have retailers believe.
For the type of stone, 61% preferred white diamonds
with side stones or accents, and 25% chose whitediamond solitaires. Precious gems were popular with
10% of couples, who placed moissanite over sapphires
for the first time. Though white gold remains the most
sought-after ring metal, its popularity among survey
subjects dipped to 48% compared to 61% in 2017. Yellow
gold was the top choice for 16%; rose gold and platinum
were each a favorite for 13%.
Couples report that selecting the ring remains a joint
effort—nearly 72% of women report being involved in
ring shopping in some way. The Knot found that 8% of
women were together with their partner when the ring
was purchased; 23% report shopping for rings with their
significant other; and 41% say they either discussed or
hinted at what type of ring they prefer. Finally, 28% reported no involvement in the ring purchase and say they
were completely surprised upon receiving it.
SOURCE:Leah Meirovich for Rapaport; The Knot
diamonddistrict.org

The new fair is scheduled
to take place from February 22 to 24, 2022 at the Dubai
World Trade Centre, The event will replace IEG’s VOD
Dubai International Jewellery Show.
JGT Dubai stands to benefit from Informa’s portfolio
of events, digital platform and media capabilities,
as well as IEG’s “resources, focus and deep local
knowledge,” the organizers stated in a release
announcing the new fair.
“The new fair “will be exclusively B2B [business-to-business],” said Corrado Peraboni, CEO of IEG.
This marks a shift from IEG’s VOD Dubai International
Jewellery Show, which featured a considerable B2C
(business-to-consumer) component.
“We will also have technology in addition to gold,
jewelry and gems. This is something different. We are
trying to [focus] our efforts with Informa to create
a real international event,” said Peraboni.
SOURCE: IEG; Rapaport News

New U.S. Sanctions Will Ban Burmese
Gem Trade
The U.S. Department of
the Treasury’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) has placed
Myanma Gems Enterprise
on its Specially Designated
National list—which means
the vast majority of Burmese rubies, jade, and other
gems cannot be purchased by U.S. companies.
Myanma Gems Enterprise—also known as Myanmar
Gems Corp. and Myanmar Gems Enterprise—is a
subdivision of the government’s ministry of mines and
is “responsible for all gemstone activities in Burma,”
according to a statement from the Treasury Department.
It also organizes the local emporiums and sales where
rubies and jade are sold, including one currently taking
place in the country’s capital, Naypyitaw.
As per the terms of the ban, U.S. citizens are no longer
permitted to deal with specially designated nationals
(SDNs), and those companies’ U.S. assets are frozen.
Continued on page 12
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Market Trends

De Beers Study: 47% of Consumers
Say Lab-Grown Diamonds Aren't 'Real'

Despite the challenges experienced in 2020, US consumers expressed strong demand for diamond jewelry throughout
the fourth quarter of the year, outstripping demand for other luxury categories and apparel, as they sought out purchases
with emotional meaning and enduring value, according to De Beers Group’s sixth Diamond Insight ‘Flash’ Report.
Retailer interviews revealed strong consumer demand for classic diamond jewelry pieces, while research undertaken by
De Beers Group in March 2021 also showed the desire for quality and lasting value is expected to continue, with 88% of
US consumers surveyed saying they believe that it is better to invest in fewer but better things than in items which are
fashionable but may not last.
Meanwhile, the report also provided insights from the latest round of De Beers Group’s bi-annual lab-grown diamond
(LGD) tracker via 360 Market Reach, with a national panel of 5,000 respondents. The study found increasing awareness
of LGDs among US consumers (with about two-thirds of fine jewelry consumers aware of the concept), allied to a growing
perception that LGDs occupy a distinct position in the category as new, modern, fun, and appealing for impulse or
self-purchase.
The research showed that consumers differentiate natural diamonds from LGDs by attributing to them the key category
territories of “authentic” (60% vs. 6% for LGD); “romantic” (41% vs. 6% for LGD); and “would make me feel special” (37% vs.
3% for LGD). The top US consumer concerns regarding LGDs remained that they were not as rare as natural diamonds and
will not retain their value over time, with seven out of 10 consumers stating that they would not pay more than $1,000 for a
piece of LGD jewelry.
While 47% of consumers did not agree with the statement that lab-grown diamonds are “real,” consumers will still
consider acquiring them as they are perceived as “fun” and “fashionable,” cost less than natural diamonds, and are seen
as good for a self-purchase item as an alternative to apparel or leather goods.
A March 2021 De Beers consumer survey highlighted similar consumer sentiment regarding the value of LGDs. In a
scenario where consumers buy LGD jewelry and the price of LGDs drops by 50%-60% over the subsequent two year period
while natural diamonds remain priced the same or higher, more than half (52%) of American consumers would either be
less likely, or simply refuse, to buy fine jewelry from the jewelers who sell them this product. This negative impact is
strongest for women, at 58%.
Commenting on the research findings, Steve Coe, CEO of Lightbox Jewelry, stated: “We have always sold our LGDs at
a fair and transparent price, derived from a reasonable commercial margin above the actual production cost, rather than
hitching it to what a natural diamond’s value might be. Recent LGD price falls simply indicate that we are today where
others will likely be tomorrow. Around or below $1,000. Exactly where the consumer wants us to be.”

SOURCE: De Beers
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Market Trends

With New Watchfinder & Co. Labeling Policy,
Buyers Get to Decide Their Own Identity
Secondhand watch e-tailer Watchfinder & Co. will become the first United Kingdom watch seller
to remove gender labels from its website. The Richemont-owned e-tailer will instead simply label
watches as small, medium, or large.
The company is urging watch manufacturers to follow its lead and refer to watches by their size
alone and ditch the industry’s traditional model of labeling certain watches as only suitable for a
particular sex.
“By removing the men’s and women’s categories from our business we are encouraging
customers to explore and discover more watches, helping them find the right watch for them,”
said Watchfinder & Co. cofounder Matt Bowling in a statement. “With a large proportion of men’s
watches getting smaller and women’s watches getting bigger, we feel that gender categories are now obsolete.
“We feel that categorizing a watch as either men’s or women’s is now both redundant, restrictive, and outdated. Everyone
should be able to choose whatever style they want, without being dictated as to whether it is suitable for their gender or not.”
The trend toward removing traditional gender classifications for watches—a longtime habit in the industry—was
spotlighted by JCK editor-in-chief Victoria Gomelsky in a March 8 piece in the New York Times, and subsequently discussed
on JCK’s podcast, The Jewelry District.
The issue was also the subject of a much-discussed piece in Hodinkee, “All Watches Should Be Unisex—and Here’s Why.”
Author Cara Barrett argued that, if watch companies made their products genderless, “they would be catering to 100 percent
of their customers.… Ultimately, if you make watches unisex, then you will sell more watches to more people because everyone
will be able to envision themselves with one on the wrist.”
She further argued that changing the traditional classifications would “allow for better product design” and “make women
feel more included in what has typically been a dude-driven industry and hobby.”
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCKOnline.com

Natural or Laboratory-Grown?

The GIA iD100® gem testing device distinguishes natural diamonds from
laboratory-grown diamonds and simulants instantly and accurately.

Learn more at store.GIA.edu
diamonddistrict.org

©️GIA 2020. GIA®️ and the GIA logo are registered trademarks of Gemological Institute of America, Inc.
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Industry Spotlight

Consumer Watchdog Seeks to
Tame Confusing Language in Lab Grown
Diamond Manufacturer Ads
The Better Business Bureau (BBB) National Programs’
National Advertising Division (NAD) has recommended
that Diamond Foundry modify some of its advertising to
better communicate that its diamonds are grown in a lab.
In response, Diamond Foundry, which manufactures
and sells lab-grown diamonds through an office in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates, and via e-commerce subsidiary Vrai,
pledged to comply.
The NAD recommendation stemmed from a complaint
submitted by the Natural Diamond Council (NDC) that
certain Diamond Foundry and Vrai ads about the origin of their diamonds were likely to “create confusion.”
NAD took specific issue with several Diamond Foundry and Vrai social media ads and posts that label its
products as “diamonds” without accompanying modifiers or descriptors.
In its recommendations, the NAD advised Diamond Foundry to clarify what it termed “clear and
conspicuous disclosures,” about the origins of its products. The prescribed method of clarification was for
Diamond Foundry to immediately and conspicuously precede its use of the word “diamond” with various
qualifiers prescribed by the Federal Trade Commission’s Guides for the Jewelry Industry.
Another NAD recommendation was for Diamond Foundry and Vrai to refrain from using ambiguous
language such as “created diamonds,” “diamonds created aboveground,” “sustainably created,”
“sustainably grown,” and “world positive” when describing its products as they “do not sufficiently
communicate that the diamonds are laboratory-grown.”
While NAD did acknowledge that Diamond Foundry and Vrai use of the slogan “Just diamond.
No mining.” on its corporate websites did constitute “clear messaging” about their diamonds’ origin,
it expressed concern that most consumers would likely “not be exposed to that general messaging.”
Meanwhile, NAD identified another Diamond Foundry webpage which refers to its diamonds as “real.”
Expressing concern, the group directed the company to “discontinue social media claims that its LGDs
are ‘real’ diamonds or modify the claims to make clear that its LGDs are not mined diamonds.”
In explaining its overall position, NAD underscored that due to a lack of “context explaining that ‘real’
diamonds are created in a laboratory and not mined, consumers may reasonably take away the
unsupported message that Diamond Foundry’s diamonds are mined diamonds.”
Diamond Foundry announced that it will adhere to the NAD recommendations “out of respect for the
self-regulatory process.” The company did, however, state that it disagreed with certain aspects of the
NAD decision.
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCKOnline.com
Continued on page 14
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INTRODUCING:

“COVID SUCCESS STORIES”
Following a year of tragedy and heartbreak, like the improbable buds of new growth that rise from scorched ground after a
forest fire, signs of life have begun to blossom from the pavement of West 47th Street. Through the ashes of COVID-19 sprout
daily stories of rebirth and renewal within the Diamond District.
Starting with our May 2021 edition, Diamond District Monthly will attempt to share these stories in a new feature called
COVID Success Stories.
The focus of the feature is on businesses or individuals who despite dire circumstances due to the pandemic, courageously
reinvented or resurrected their business in some unique and effective way.
Do you have a COVID success story to tell, please reach out to let us know by writing to covid19@diamonddistrict.org?
Please note: This feature cannot serve as a way to promote new or existing businesses for purposes of gaining free publicity.
We offer no guarantee that every story we receive will qualify for publication.

From Despair to Diamanti NYC
They were three co-workers. Two with nearly thirty years, and one with
nearly fifteen years, of working together for the same well known Diamond
District retailer. Then, one February afternoon, they were told the store
would be closing, and soon they’d be out of a job—undoubtably apart.
Kerri Lavine, Ron Gill, and Enera Ljaljicic struggled to grasp that after
several decades together, they would soon be forced to go their separate
ways. When the initial shock wore off, the three former co-workers resolved
that, no matter what, they would be sticking together.

Co-workers turned business partners: Ron Gill,
Kerri Lavine (center), and Enera Ljaljicic. (Image
courtesy of Diamanti NYC)

“We were used to being a team,” says Kerri. “People were used to seeing
the three of us together and encouraged us to move forward together. So,
we decided to swim.”

“The three of us were often the public face at [our former company]
and over the years attracted a large clientele that knew us and liked doing
business with us,” says Ron. Together, he says, “We came to realize that by combining our different strengths we could
make our own opportunities.”
Kerri, Ron, and Enera determined that their main complementary strengths were sales, administration, buying,
and marketing. Applying these strengths to their business model, Kerri, Ron, and Enera were soon able to structure a
company that would benefit from their knowledge, their personal networks, and familiarity with the Diamond District,
which they believe will long remain the central engine of the diamond and jewelry industry.
They determined to leverage the power of online and social media marketing platforms, e-commerce, and the
ever-increasing shift from a real time sales model that relied exclusively on face-to-face interaction to a hybrid model
that included real-time e-commerce.
Finally, they believed that all the people they had worked with over the years, all their customers and industry
contacts, gave them the credibility to present themselves as a “new business that wasn’t new to the business.”
Resolved to overcome their momentary difficult circumstances, Kerri, Ron and Enera, committed to a mantra that
defined their strategy: Reinvent, Recreate, Relocate.
The need to reinvent led to a new company—Diamanti NYC. To recreate, three former coworkers became three new
partners. Finally, to relocate, Kerri, Ron, and Enera took a booth in 36 West.
“For a brief moment we were feeling despair,” says Ron. “But we survived COVID, and we have the gift of experience
as our foundation. And, so, we came out stronger.”

diamonddistrict.org
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HATZALAH OF MIDTOWN NEEDS
YOUR HELP TO SAVE LIVES IN
THE DIAMOND DISTRICT
The sight of the Hatzalah of Midtown ambulance parked off Fifth Ave. on
West 47th Street may be so familiar that many Diamond District regulars no
longer notice it. But whether or not you notice the ambulance isn’t important;
just as long as it’s there when you need it.
For decades, the Hatzalah of Midtown has been ready and prepared to
respond to an emergency calls from anyone in medical need within the
Diamond District or throughout Midtown Manhattan. Unfortunately, the dire
effects of the COVID pandemic over the past year have severely strained the
organization’s finances. As a result, one must wonder just how available Hatzalah of Midtown will be in the
future should the need arise.
Even during a “regular” year, the need for Hatzalah of Midtown is enormous. Its volunteer paramedics and
emergency medical technicians answer over 1,800 calls in Midtown yearly—and respond to over 500 calls here
within the Diamond District alone. It costs Hatzalah of Midtown close to $250,000 a year to operate its two
ambulances, both of which must remain fully stocked and mechanically sound to ensure thousands of people
working in the Diamond District and the surrounding areas in midtown remain safe.
Hatzalah of Midtown’s emergency medical services are provided by nearly 20 dedicated volunteer members
who work within the Diamond District and adjacent areas of midtown. They are all on call and standing ready
to help anyone, at any minute, every day during working hours.
Funding for Hatzalah’s of Midtown’s operations comes entirely from generous contributions. These
donations cover fixed expenses such as fuel, insurance, lifesaving medical equipment and supplies. There
must also be enough for when ambulances require mechanical service, or when equipment wears out and
must be replaced.
A state of the art LIFEPAK® 15 used by paramedics costs over $35,000 — while portable defibrillators run
about $3,600 each. Hatzalah of Midtown uses over 30 EPI pens a year. Each costs $660 each and must to be
replaced after each use, or discarded when they are a year old. Standard first aid supplies are extraordinarily
expensive; newly required COVID-19 precautions have introduced scores of unanticipated additional expenses.
There are steep additional costs associated with keeping the skills and training of Hatzalah of Midtown’s
skilled volunteers up to date: these highly trained medical professionals must, on their own time, fulfill
continuing medical education class requirements, and renew their New York State emergency medical
technician licensure every three years.
Despite all these expenses, Hatzalah of Midtown has never charged patients for their lifesaving services,
nor do they receive any government funding. Rather, to maintain operations, all they have to rely on is the
generosity of those who understand how essential it is to support Hatzalah of Midtown.
As the post-COVID recovery continues to take shape, please help Hatzalah of Midtown sustain its ability
to continue delivering the crucial lifesaving services they have provided for so many years, for many years
to come.
Please help by sending a tax deductible contribution to: Hatzalah of Midtown, 580 Fifth Avenue, Suite 200,
New York, New York 10036.
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A RIVER RUNS THROUGH IT?
If not a raging river, then could a burst
water pipe be the source of a rushing torrent
of water racing down West 47th Street toward
6th Avenue on an early Thursday morning?
A sharp-eyed Diamond District employee,
after nearly being swept away in the current,
brought the matter to our attention. Their
concerns about a possible aquatic catastrophe
were justified.

A mysterious river floods West 47th Street (Image courtesy of Esther Friedman)

Though certainly a jarring sight, the
particular urban flashflood was, fortunately,
easy to explain: Our seasonal visit from the
FDNY to flush our fire hydrant water lines to
ensure the hydrants are functioning properly.

The Diamond District Partnership always wants to know what you’re seeing on the street. If you spot
something unusual, please take a picture and email it at once to info@diamonddistrict.org. We’ll immediately
look into the issue and address it as needed.
Continued on page 13

diamonddistrict.org
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In the News
Continued from page 5
A report from Rob Bates of JCKOnline quotes Doug
Hucker, CEO of the American Gem Trade Association,
who points out that the Department of Treasury’s action
is not an outright ban on Burmese gemstones.
“It’s a ban on dealing with certain entities,” he says.
“But suffice it to say that these entities have a lot of
control over the gem trade. They cover a big, big part of
the territory.”
Hucker underscores the enormous barriers the ban
has created when dealing with Burmese gems. “You
have to be very precise and cautious about where those
gemstones come from.” He points out that Burmese
gems that were already purchased and are currently in
sellers’ inventories prior to this action are not impacted.
Sara Yood, deputy general counsel of the Jewelers
Vigilance Committee, agrees that U.S. gemstone
suppliers that deal in rubies, jade, and other colored
stones that could have been mined in Burma should
increase their due diligence to ensure their gems don’t
originate from those entities.
“Colored gemstone suppliers need to be very careful
about sourcing,” she says. “I would scrutinize any supply
that’s coming from that area of the world, particularly
from Thailand, as that’s where many Burmese gems end
up. You need to get assurances from your suppliers that
they are doing their due diligence.”
The OFAC action comes amid the Myanmar military’s
increasingly violent crackdowns on countrywide protests
following its coup on February 1st. Myanmar is the formal
name of Burma. According to Assistance Association for
Political Prisoners, more than 600 civilians have been
killed since the military overthrew the country’s
democratically elected government.
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCKOnline.com

High Tiffany Tide Lifts All LVMH Ships
First quarter sales reports
must have LVMH directors
heaving sighs with relief
that the luxury apparel
conglomerate’s long,
acrimonious welcome to
iconic retailer Tiffany & Co.
has proven worthwhile. Indeed, jewelry and watch sales
at LVMH rose in the first quarter, buoyed by the inclusion
of Tiffany & Co. for the first time.
Revenue for the category surged 138% year on year
to EUR 1.88 billion ($2.24 billion) for the three months
ending March 31, the company said Tuesday. The quarter
is the first to incorporate sales from Tiffany, which the
French luxury conglomerate purchased in January.
LVMH also benefited from a favorable comparison with
12

the same period in 2020, which was affected by global
closures due to the coronavirus pandemic. Sales rose
1% compared to the first quarter of 2019.
“The quarter marked the integration for the first time
of the iconic jewelry maison Tiffany & Co., which saw
an excellent start to the year,” LVMH said.
LVMH also noted a solid performance at Bulgari,
which launched its new Serpenti Viper collection,
as well as new offerings from Chaumet and Fred.
A partnership between watch brand TAG Heuer and
Porsche also bolstered the segment, LVMH explained.
Group sales for the first quarter — including jewelry,
wines and spirits, fashion, and cosmetics — jumped
32% year on year to $16.6 billion, and 8% versus 2019.
The US and Asia had a strong performance, while
European markets are still affected by Covid-19 closures
and restrictions. At LVMH, however, the belief remains
that continued growth will extend through the year.
“In a context that remains turbulent,” said a company
spokesperson, “LVMH is well-equipped to build upon
the hoped-for recovery in 2021 and regain growth
momentum for all its businesses.”
SOURCE: Rapaport News

Showstopping Colored-Diamond
Trio Goes for $8.4 Million at Christie’s
Three rings featuring
diamonds with fancy-vivid
color stole the show at the
Christie’s Magnificent Jewels
auction, selling for more
than $8 million combined.
According to Christie’s,
participants at the sale
originated from 40 countries across five continents.
The trio of jewels, called the Perfect Palette,
sold for a total of $8.4 million at the New York sale.
The famed trio consists of a 2.17-carat, fancy-vividpurplish-pink diamond ring brought in $3.5 million,
beating its $2.5 million high estimate; a 2.13-carat,
fancy-vivid-blue diamond ring sold for $2.7 million,
nearly topping its expected valuation; and the third,
a 2.34-carat, fancy-vivid-orange diamond ring — went
for $2.2 million. The entire auction brought in
$35 million.
Other notable items included an oval modified
brilliant-cut, 25.55-carat, fancy-vivid-yellow, VS1-clarity
diamond ring, which sold for $1.7 million, comfortably
beyond its $1.2 million high estimate. An emerald-cut,
14.50-carat, D-color, internally flawless, type IIa diamond
Continued on page 16
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Diamond District
Partnership News

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT
ILLEGAL GARBAGE BAG DUMPING
ON W 47TH STREET
We all want to keep our district clean. It's why the Diamond
District Partnership’s sanitation crews labor vigorously each
day to keep our waste bins emptied and the sidewalks and
curbs free of debris. Unfortunately, their best efforts are being
frustrated lately by a small number of district tenants who
selfishly and illegally dump their personal garbage bags at
the curb expecting BID employees to dispose of it. This is a
misplaced expectation.
BID sanitation services are limited to collecting
pedestrian garbage from BID-owned garbage bins and
sweeping sidewalk and curbside litter. Property owners and
tenants, on the other hand, are required by NYC to dispose of
their garbage using the services of a private carting company.
Because BID sanitation workers cannot remove private
garbage, bags that are improperly left on the sidewalk will
sit for days before the bags rip and the trash inside scatters.
Those who leave their garbage on the street for others to
collect are cheating their neighbors by bringing unnecessary
filth and blight to our extremely busy street. Because they fail
to make their required pickup service arrangements, they are
being unfair to those who do play by the rules and deserve
their district to remain clean and orderly.
If you observe people dumping garbage illegally,
perhaps take a moment to encourage the perpetrator to stop.
They may be unaware that what they are doing is wrong, not
to mention inconsiderate. They may also be unaware that
when Department of Sanitation inspectors come around, they
go through the bags, which invariably contain a wealth of
identifying information such as the company name, address,
and other information. The Department of Sanitation reliably
uses this information to issue summonses and employ various
other punitive measures.
Those who persistently choose to degrade the
quality of commerce in our district should be encouraged to
stop. Certainly, because it’s part of being a good neighbor.
But if not, then because it is but a matter of time before
cash-starved NYC launches an aggressive clampdown on
such illegal and inconsiderate behavior.

diamonddistrict.org
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Industry Spotlight
Continued from page 8

GIA Rare Diamond Study
Reveals More of Earth's Secrets
Scientists at GIA (Gemological Institute of
America) continue to delve deep into earth's
geologic history, using diamonds' distinctive
characteristics to go – virtually – where no
scientist has ever gone. In two recent scientific
papers, GIA researchers and their colleagues at
other leading research institutions share their
latest discoveries based on information gleaned
from extremely rare and pure diamonds from
very deep within the earth.
“Our unparalleled access to millions of
diamonds each year, long-standing relationships
with major research institutions and missiondriven dedication to sharing everything we
learn make GIA uniquely able to help expand
Examples of exceptional rough type IIa diamonds being studied.
(Image courtesy of after GIA)
understanding of the fundamental forces that
shape the planet,” said Tom Moses, executive
vice president and chief laboratory and research officer. “Those same unique advantages support our
continued innovations in diamond grading, including identification of treatments and automated
diamond grading.”
A paper published this week in scientific journal Science Advances reveals that a hydrous rock called
serpentinite, which forms in cracks in the ocean floor, is a critical ingredient in some of the largest and
rarest diamonds that form at extreme depths. The research, co-led by Evan Smith from GIA and Peng Ni
from the Carnegie Institution for Science, discovered an isotopic "fingerprint" of iron trapped in type IIa
gem diamonds from Letseng, Lesotho. It is well understood that oceanic tectonic plates slide down into
the mantle over millions of years, a process called subduction.
This study reveals that some sinking ocean plates act like a giant conveyor belt capable of transporting
water, carbon and other surface materials down into the interior of our planet— to depths of 360 to 750
km where these "super-deep" diamonds form. Understanding this deep recycling pathway is critical to
understanding the evolution of the oceans and atmosphere.
In the most recent edition of American Mineralogist, Evan Smith and Wuyi Wang and their co-authors
from the Department of Geosciences at the University of Padova, Italy, expand on their 2018 discovery of
crowningshieldite, a new mineral named in honor of pioneering GIA researcher G. Robert Crowningshield.
The studied example of crowningshieldite formed as part of a multi-component inclusion trapped in a
diamond. It reinforces how unique diamonds are and adds to the growing list of exotic materials
discovered within them.
Dr. Evan Smith’s research at GIA on very rare, large, pure diamonds that form between 360 and 750
kilometers (220 and 460 miles) deep in the earth was published in the scientific journals Science in
December 2016 and in Nature in August 2018.
SOURCE: www.thediamondloupe.com; Rapaport
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Get Your COVID-19 Vaccine

All New Yorkers age 16 and older are eligible for vaccination. People who live
outside of the state but who work or study in New York are also eligible to get vaccinated.
People who are eligible based on employment include both paid and unpaid workers. For
more information, visit nyc.gov/covidvaccine.
Note: people who are 16 or 17 years old can only receive the Pfizer vaccine.
Make an Appointment
Visit nyc.gov/vaccinefinder to find a vaccination site and make an appointment. You can also
call 877-VAX-4NYC (877-829-4692) to make an appointment at an NYC site. Some sites may
only vaccinate people from a certain borough or ZIP code.
Preparing for Your Appointment
You will need to complete the New York State (NYS) COVID-19 Vaccine Form found at
vaccineform.health.ny.gov in order to get vaccinated.
New Yorkers must bring proof they are at least 16 years old and reside in New York.
People younger than 18 must have a parent or guardian who can identify them.
A parent or legal guardian must also provide consent for vaccination —
either in person or by phone — at the time of the vaccine appointment.
People who live outside of New York must bring proof of age
and that they work or study in New York. Proof of work or study
may include an employee ID card or badge, a school ID,
or a letter from an employer.
You will not need to provide proof of immigration status
or a social security number to get vaccinated.
•
•

Reschedule if you are not feeling well on the day of your appointment.
Wear a face covering to your appointment. You will not be allowed
into the site without one.

The NYC Health Department may change recommendations as the situation evolves. 4.6.21

In the News

Continued from page 12
ring also soared beyond its $1 million upper valuation
when it sold for $1.4 million.

Instagram Baffled When Kim Kardashian
Posts Pics of Dazzling New Diamond
Necklace

SOURCE: Rapaport New

GIA Wins Hard-Fought Trademark Suit
Against Copycat Competition
Citing recognition
of GIA for gemological
report services and education,
a Belgian court unequivocally
ordered AIG Belgium,
operating as American
International Gemological
Laboratories and Antwerp
International Gemological Laboratories, to immediately
cease using ‘AIG’ alone or in conjunction with other
marks or face significant penalty payments. This
definitive ruling applies to the use of the now-illegitimate
marks used by ‘AIG’ relating to both education and gem
grading.
“The global gem and jewelry trade and consumers
around the world rely on the independence of
GIA’s science-based gemological reports and the
industry-leading quality of GIA education,” said Jennifer
Wilson, GIA general counsel and senior vice president.
“When others attempt to take advantage of GIA’s
reputation and global recognition to create confusion
in the trade and among consumers for financial gain,
we will always respond with vigor and resolve.”
In handing down its decision, the court cited AIG’s
‘attempt to sail on the success of GIA’s marks’ and
imposed penalty payments for prohibited use up to
EUR 500,000. GIA turned to the courts for relief in
this case after several demands that AIG cease and
desist in infringing on GIA’s protected marks and logos.
Representatives of AIG in Belgium have been served
with the decision; their period of appeal expired on
March 25. GIA is vigorously pursuing an adjacent case
pertaining to AIG-related entities in Israel.
GIA’s trademarks, including ‘GIA,’ ‘Gemological
Institute of America,’ the GIA seal and other logos
are recognized and protected throughout the world.
As part of its consumer-protection mission to ensure
the public trust in gems and jewelry, the Institute
vigorously pursues any person or organization who
attempts to misappropriate GIA’s intellectual property
and reputation.

Kim Kardashian flashes her
new custom diamond necklace
(Image courtesy of Instagram)

Heads nodded and
tongues wagged after
Kim Kardashian’s latest
post on her Instagram page.
The dazzling pictures show
Kim posing for the camera
in a low-cut grey vest top
with her new, custom made,
diamond-encrusted necklace

around her neck.
What’s unusual is that the post comes is a radical
departure from the celebrity’s public pledge to never
again post images of her in jewels on social media.
The vow goes back to 2016, when Kardashian was
held at gunpoint in a Paris hotel room by a gang of
masked thieves who stole $10.5 million worth of
jewelry from her.
Among the jewelry Kardashian was forced to
hand over was a 20-carat Lorraine Schwartz ring,
worth $4.5 million, a gift from her estranged husband
Kanye West, along with a jewelry box containing
gems worth $6.7 million. 10 gang members were
ultimately arrested for perpetrating the robbery
are presently awaiting trial.
Prior to this terrifying incident, the notoriously
flashy Kardashian reportedly said the only thing
that would keep her from flaunting her wealth was
if she were robbed, tied up and dumped in her
marble bathtub.
After the robbery, according to TMZ, Kardashian
admitted that she agreed with critics who said she
made herself a robbery target by posting online.
While Kardashian was not seriously hurt, she was
said to be 'badly shaken' and for some time stopped
posting in real time on social media.
So far, Kardashian has not been forthcoming with
any explanation for why she chose to reverse her
seemingly prudent policy.
SOURCE: Charlotte Dean for dailymail.co.uk

SOURCE: Gemological Institute of America
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Urgent Crime Alert

JEWELERS SECURITY ALLIANCE WARNING:

ARMED ROBBERY
ON THE RISE

The number of brazen and, in some cases, violent armed robberies nationwide has heightened dramatically within the
past several months. It’s unfortunate, but even jewelers who follow all the rules to discourage robberies may still one day
be the target of a robbery.
To prevent harm to customers and employees, as well as to increase the possibility of preventing the thieves from
perpetrating future robberies, is crucial that retailers follow several lifesaving recommendations provided by the
Jewelers Security Alliance of what to do during and after a robbery:

•Obey the orders of the robber. Do not say or do anything, or even raise your hands, unless told to do so. Cooperate
fully and try not to panic.

•Do not attempt to disarm the robber or reach for a concealed weapon. Assume that the robber will shoot
without hesitation.

•Never do or say anything that would anger the robber. Example: do not stare at the robber and have them think that
you are trying to memorize their facial characteristics.

•The less time the robbers are in the store, the less risk there is of injury. Once the robbers have your merchandise,
they can be expected to leave quickly.

•Do not press a holdup alarm, if your premises has one, until the robbers have left the store and you have locked

the door. If the police arrive while the robbers are in the store, or if the robbers return, a deadly hostage situation
could develop.

•Expect to be threatened. One of the robber's main weapons is fear. Robbers commonly say: "I'll kill you if you
make a move!" This is a typical threat. Expect it. Keep calm.

•Frequently the robber will force the jeweler and employees to a back room or washroom. Expect to be tied up or
handcuffed or told to lie on the floor. Do as you are told.

•If you are out of the robber’s sight, in a back room or elsewhere, stay where you are. Do not intrude on the
crime scene.

•Do not chase the robbers or follow them out of the store.
•Call the police immediately after the robbers leave and you have locked the door. Do not wipe or try to clean the

cases or other surfaces, or otherwise disturb the crime scene before the police respond, because you may destroy
fingerprints or other valuable evidence. Try to memorize all the locations touched by the robbers so that you can
advise the police about possible fingerprint evidence when they arrive.

•Try to keep witnesses present until the police arrive. At the least, obtain the names, addresses and phone numbers
of any witnesses.

•Do not talk to the media or allow them to film in your premises. Refuse all media interviews.
•It is important to rehearse with all employees what they should do in a robbery. Being prepared may help prevent an
employee from panicking and provoking violence.

SOURCE: Jewelers Security Alliance
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Crime Report

Terrifying Armed Robbery
Leaves San Jose Jewelry Store
Owner Reconsidering the Future
A terrifying armed robbery inside a San Jose jewelry store
left employees traumatized and its owner considering whether
or not to just close the business.
The shocking smash-and-grab robbery at Plaza Jewelers
this past April unfolds in graphic detail on surveillance
video footage. Two robbers enter the store and immediately
point guns directly the employees. Moments later, one begins
San Jose armed robbery. Image Courtesy of KRON
smashing jewelry cases and grabbing merchandise, while the
other can be seen emptying the cash registers while menacing a clerk cowering on the floor.
Though no one was injured during the robbery, one store employee has since quit, while a second is described as “seriously
traumatized” by the experience. Police have not yet made any arrests and say they are still hunting for leads about these two
armed and extremely dangerous robbers.
Adding insult to injury, Plaza Jewelers was robbed a second time within days of the first incident. Surveillance video
shows an early morning break-in with three masked perpetrators on bicycles smashing a window and once inside, helping
themselves to the jewelry. Their getaway is caught on surveillance video, too.
While the police continue scratching their heads over both unresolved cases, Cesar Pascal, the owner of Plaza Jewelers, tells
reporters that he is very seriously considering shutting the doors to a store he has owned and operated for the past 45 years
SOURCE: KRON; Jewelers Security Alliance

California Teen Stole $40,000
in Jewelry During Million Dollar
Home Sale Open House
A well-dressed teenager driving an expensive car was
invited to wander unaccompanied in a Southern California
mansion for sale — and allegedly snatched $40,000 of
jewelry during his self-guided tour. In mid-April, police
arrested a 16-year-old from Camarillo for the theft.
The real estate agent admits the suspect seemed young
and “out of place,” but agreed to allow him inside for his
scheduled appointment when he claimed to be 23 years
old and presented a financial verification document required to tour the $7.5 million home.
Soon after the open house, the homeowner reported that a Chanel J12 watch and a pair of 2-inch diamond hoop earrings
were missing. The jewelry was worth $40,000, the police said.
Detectives searching the home where the boy lived with his mother recovered, “Several pieces of high-dollar jewelry,” in
addition to “two lists the suspect maintained of numerous million-dollar homes and yachts he had visited,” according to the
police report. He was arrested on suspicion of residential burglary.
Police believe the suspect had been going to high-value open houses since October 2020, at homes in Camarillo, Thousand
Oaks, Oxnard and Malibu and yachts in Marina Del Rey, Newport Beach, San Diego and Morro Bay. The boy had reportedly
toured other homes in the area but had been accompanied by the real estate agent in those cases.
SOURCE: Bay Area News Group
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Crime Report

Suspect Walks In Then Walks
Off With a Counter-top Jewelry Display
Law enforcement authorities in Wyomissing, Pennsylvania are scrambling
to identify a man who walked into a jewelry store and simply picked up an entire
jewelry display and walked out.

Man grabs display and walks away. (Image courtesy
of Wyomissing PD)

The theft happened in early April at the Boscov's jewelry store when a
man posing as a customer suddenly threw his jacket over a counter display
containing approximately $1,000 worth of silver- and gold-plated chains, picked
it up and calmly walked out the door.

The thief, who police described as a light-skinned man wearing glasses
with a large tattoo that extended around the back of his neck, was last seen driving off in a maroon-colored late-1990s or
early-2000s Toyota Camry.
To avoid similar types of robberies, Jewelers Security Alliance recommends that store owners firmly secure all jewelry displays and to place them in
a location easily visible to sales associates.
SOURCE: WFMZ-TV; Jewelers Security Alliance

Fifth Florida Jewelry Retailer
Robbed by Notorious Distraction Crew
The three-person distraction crew struck again. The suspects, based
on surveillance footage, are one Hispanic male and two Hispanic females.
In each robbery, the suspects relied on a signature method of both
females keeping a sales associates busy allowing the male to snatch
merchandise from an open jewelry case.
In their latest heist, the man grabbed a pair of diamond solitaire earrings;
the theft remained undetected until an end-of-day case count led store employees to review surveillance video.
The male suspect is described as 5 feet and 5 inches and 175 lbs. One female is described as late 20s, 5 feet and 4 inches
and 110 lbs. The second female is described as late 20s, 150 lbs. and 5 feet and 4 inches. There are no leads or arrests so far.
To avoid similar types of robberies, Jewelers Security Alliance recommends that store owners to consider three or more customers entering together as a red flag requiring close attention and observation.
SOURCE: Jewelers Security Alliance

NYPD: Teens Climbed Fire Escape To Break
Into Bronx Apartment, Stole Jewelry, Cash
New York police are searching for five teenage girls accused of breaking
into a Bronx apartment. A video released by the NYPD shows the suspects
trying to access a building’s fire escape near Sheridan Avenue and East
168th Street in Concourse Village on the evening of April 11.

Bronx apartment thieves. (Image courtesy of NYPD)

Investigators say the girls, who are believed to be 16 to 18 years old,
entered the apartment through a bedroom window connected to the fire
escape and stole about $500 in cash, a Michael Kors purse, jewelry, and a
Macy’s credit card.

No one was injured during the burglary. No arrests have been made.
SOURCE: NYPD; CBSNewYork
diamonddistrict.org
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580 Fifth Avenue, Suite 323
New York, NY 10036
(212) 302-5739
www.diamonddistrict.org

2021 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
The Diamond District Partnership / 47th Street Business Improvement District (BID) is a non-profit organization
established to provide important supplemental services to elevate the commercial viability of the Diamond District.
All property owners, commercial tenants, and residents of W. 47th Street between 5th & 6th Ave.
(excluding 580 Fifth Avenue & 576/578 Fifth Avenues) are eligible to become a registered member.

** PLEASE NOTE: There is no cost or fee to become a Registered Member. **
Membership entitles you to vote for various issues related to BID operations at our annual meetings, serve on the
board, and receive timely information related to the Diamond District, and a special “FIRST LOOK” at our official
publication—Diamond District Monthly.

IT'S EASY TO APPLY:
(1) Fill out application (2) Take a picture of it (3) Email to: signup@diamonddistrict.org
Please check one:
Property Owner (You own property located on 47th Street)
Commercial Tenant (You own a business, but not property, on 47th Street—excluding 580/576/578 Fifth Ave)
Residential Tenant (You reside on 47th Street)

Name: 									Title:
Company (if applicable):
Property/properties owned within the 47th Street Diamond District:

District Business Address:
Mailing Address (if not same):
Phone:
Email:

Signature: 								Date:

